The College will operate under deficit conditions this year," Gary Phillips, the College Controller and Bursar, explained this week when he issued his annual report, "This year the College will operate under deficit conditions."

Phillips remarked that RWC is known as a "tuition college" because the bulk of its funds come from students' tuition and fees. The school receives little, if any, endowments and general aid is almost non-existent in the educational area.

At the present time, the administration is trying to control costs on past events, but on special occasions, such as the annual commencement or graduation, "We are not trying to control costs on past events, but on special occasions, such as the annual commencement or graduation, we are trying to expand our programs and improve the facilities," Phillips said.

The following is a breakdown of the College's financial operation for the year:
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**College Operates Under Deficit Conditions**

by Jack Kelly

The College has accepted the completed sections of the student directory, "The College Book," and is preparing for the Fall Semester. The directory will be available to students by September 1.

**Student Center Nears Completion; Or So They Say**

by Jack Kelly

The Student Center, which has been under construction for several months, is nearing completion. The center will be open to students by September 1.

**Schugler Interview**

**RWC History Dept.**

by Louis Godena

Each generation of scholars, E.H. Carr pointed out, needs a history to suit itself. Likewise, our concept of ourselves and our society rests largely not on past events, but on the history of our present time. The history of the present time is the history of the present world. It is a history in which we are part of, a part which manifests itself in the teaching of that history.

---

**Tuition To Increase**

Due to the increase in the "cost of living" during the past two years and mainly to the fact that the College is now operating under deficit conditions, tuition and room and board have increased for the 1974-75 academic year, according to Vice President Stan Zanini. The Board of Trustees, meeting with the Administration of RWC, agreed to the increases in three fees. Tuition will rise by $250 a year or $125 a semester for day students. Therefore, tuition on the bistro campus will rise by $1940 a year or $970 a semester on the Providence campus will be $1740 per year or $870 per semester. The all other fees, such as lab fees, athletic fees, medical fees, graduation fees, and other transcript fees, will remain at the same level that they are at now.

---

**Advisement & Pre-Registration for Fall Set for May**

by Jack Kelly

The College has scheduled Advisement and Pre-Registration for the Fall Semester. Students who will be attending classes in the fall and the Spring Semester will be able to attend the registration by paying the required fees. The College will also accept students who are not currently enrolled at RWC. The registration will begin on May 1 and continue until May 30.

---

**Help Wanted**

Terry Stanley will be entering R.W.C. in the fall semester and she will need someone to care for her house. She will need someone to care for her house and her classes. The room will be a two-bedroom apartment and will have a kitchen. The room will be available to students who are interested in living in a small apartment.

For additional information, contact the Counseling Services Office in the Administration Building or call 2222.

---
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Tuesday, April 23, 1974

---
**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

**Student Power**

A school is only as good as its graffiti, someone once said. And if good graffiti makes a good school, then Roger Williams College doesn't quite cut it. Graffiti represents a pulse on the times, making a social comment. These sayings act as a social conscience, letting others know how ridiculous or humorous and satirical. If you are affected by the sensibilities of graffiti, then you should be impressed with people of your usual aspect of conversation you might find what you're looking for on a subway wall or in any public space. These writings range from being political to social with a wide variety of subjects.

The graffiti at RWC has only one track—sex. The Johns all over campus are labeled with "Laid to 'rere" is a good one in "Gay seeks other male for some fun."

Mr. Lee Gardner, Director of the Norman Bird Sanctuary in Middletown, and Mr. Frank Muhly, Humanities instructor and Director of Student Programs at Roger Williams College in Bristol, were recently awarded a $2000 grant by the Rhode Island State Senate for the "Alternatives in Rhode Island Communities" project. The grants are part of the Rhode Island State Senate's major reform of its budgetary processes. The Senator currently plays the role of a god in dispensing this money.

Mr. Lee Gardner, Director of the Norman Bird Sanctuary in Middletown, and Mr. Frank Muhly, Humanities instructor and Director of Student Programs at Roger Williams College in Bristol, were recently awarded a $2000 grant by the Rhode Island State Senate for the "Alternatives in Rhode Island Communities" project. The grants are part of the Rhode Island State Senate's major reform of its budgetary processes. The Senator currently plays the role of a god in dispensing this money.

**Ecology Workshop**

Mr. Lee Gardner, Director of the Norman Bird Sanctuary in Middletown, and Mr. Frank Muhly, Humanities instructor and Director of Student Programs at Roger Williams College in Bristol, were recently awarded a $2000 grant by the Rhode Island State Senate for the "Alternatives in Rhode Island Communities" project. The grants are part of the Rhode Island State Senate's major reform of its budgetary processes. The Senator currently plays the role of a god in dispensing this money.

**Graffiti**

"What the shocks is goin's on? How come people don't care anymore? If you want to make something of the school that you are proud of, you're going to have to give it your all. If you are stricken, well then by all means, STREAK. Strain in the cafeteria, in the snack bar, even in the "Holy Eucharist" meeting in Unit 1, do it. The reason that "nothing is going on" is because people don't care enough to start something. Listen, remember, Unkle Funky says, you only have one mouth and one pair of hands. Feel like doing, do it."

"Nothing is going on because people don't care enough to start something. Listen, remember, Unkle Funky says, you only have one mouth and one pair of hands. Feel like doing, do it."

Unkle Funky

Dear Editor,

What the shocks is goin's on? How come people don't care anymore? If you want to make something of the school that you are proud of, you're going to have to give it your all. If you are stricken, well then by all means, STREAK. Strain in the cafeteria, in the snack bar, even in the "Holy Eucharist" meeting in Unit 1, do it. The reason that "nothing is going on" is because people don't care enough to start something. Listen, remember, Unkle Funky says, you only have one mouth and one pair of hands. Feel like doing, do it.

Unkle Funky

**Attention**

**Problem Students**

If you have any legitimate concerns concerning your academic freedom, student versus faculty, student versus administration, or similar problems with the Registrar, etc., feel free to contact the Academic Committee, at 253-3747 (preferably evenings).

**CHANGING COLLEGES? THINK ABOUT US!**

**THE COLLEGE OF MOUNT SAINT VALENTINE**

*We offer a wide variety of courses ranging from Oriental Art to Marine Biology.

*We have a self-designed Liberal Arts program that lets YOU choose exactly what tailor-made to your own interests.

*Our campus, located on acres of rolling green hills along the Hudson, is only a short train ride away.

*Our fully-accredited four-year program leads to the Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, or Bachelor of Arts in Education degree.

*And we're now co-educational! Write or call: Transfer Program College of Mount Saint Vincent Riverhead, New York 10801 212-549-8000
Something For The Little Woman

You’ve Come a Long Way, Baby
Reprinted from THE ANCHOR

An entirely new method of birth control has been discovered by Dr. Lura Merkin of the Merkin Clinic. A tiny folded umbrella is inserted in the penis and opens automatically when it has reached the apex of the shaft. The underside of the umbrella contains jelly (hence, the name “umbrellly”) which causes the sperm to undergo a chemical change rendering it incapable of fertilizing the egg. Dr. Merkin said that the “umbrellly” can be inserted in the penis without an anesthetic, and with very little discomfort to the male. Thus, it can be done in a matter of minutes, in any soundproof doctor’s office.

Experiments on a thousand goats (whose sexual apparatus is said to be closest to man’s) proved the sperm umbrella to be 100 percent effective in preventing pregnancy and eminently satisfactory to the female goat since it does not interfere with her rutting pleasure.

Dr. Merkin declared that the “umbrellly” be statistically safe for men. “Out of every hundred goats, only two died of intra-nasal infection; sixteen developed cancer of the testicles; and thirteen were too depressed to have an erection.”

Dr. Merkin pointed out that early cancer detection is a feature of the Merkin Clinic. Removal of one or both testicles is now considered a simple operation and has very little effect on a goat’s sexual prowess. Only one out of a thousand goats had to have a radical penectomy—that is, removal of the penis as well as the testicles. “But it is too rare to be statistically important,” Dr. Merkin said. Other distinguished members of the Women’s College of Physicians and Surgeons agreed that the results far outweigh the risk to individual men.

Women’s Political Convention to be held in Providence

The women of Rhode Island have organized a Women’s Political Convention to be held on Saturday, May 11, 1974 in the Providence Center. Thousands of women will be attending the day’s events scheduled from 10 a.m. until 6 in the afternoon. This is part of “WWW, ’74,” a National Women’s Political Caucus Project. We have invited state and national political figures to participate in panels and workshops throughout the day. Extensive statewide publicity including prime-time television programs is scheduled to promote this event. In addition, displays and presentations of many kinds will be an integral part of the Convention.

The Convention will provide organizations an opportunity to present their views, policies and programs to a large segment of the public.

The Women’s Political Convention will be held in the exhibit space in the downstairs area of the Civic Center. Space is available at a rate of $25 for an 8 foot by 8 foot area.

The purpose of the Convention is to educate women to the political and social issues affecting them and to encourage their active participation in government and in the political processes. Nothing like this, specifically planned and executed by politically and socially minded women of the state has been seen since the days of “getting out” the female vote.

For more information call days, Barbara Summer, 761-1372 and nights, Lorraine Webber at 463-7665.

Classifieds

Anyone interested in starting a Rod and Gun Club on RWC Campus: Fishing—Salt and Fresh water; Hunting—upland game, deer, bear, boar; Trap and Skeet. Contact the QUILL Office Box No. 5.

For Sale: 1973 Norton 850 Commando, low mileage. Tank dented. $1750. Can be seen (on good days) in front of the cafeteria. M-F, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Sat., 8 a.m. to 12 Noon. Call 847-2417. Leave phone number.

Anyone interested in taking Business Math 1 during summer session please call Jim Walters at 861-0074.
Jacques Brel was born in Brussels, Belgium, in 1929 to a middle-class Catholic family. His father was a small businessman and he lived and went to school in Brussels. Jacques Brel was a poet, a performer, a composer, and a musician. His music is known for its emotional depth and its ability to connect with listeners on a personal level.

The show, directed by William GrandGeorge, will run from April 25 through Saturday, May 4. The showtime is at 8 p.m. every night and admission is one dollar for students. Tickets may be purchased at the door or by calling 355-2368. On opening night a basket of champagne will be raffled off. These tickets are available at Mr. GrandGeorge's office.

Trudell Reads in Creative Writing Series

by Mike Leddy

Last Thursday night, fiction writer and poet Dennis Trudell, appeared in lecture hall 130 as part of the RWC Creative Writing Series.

Trudell, who received his Master of Fine Arts from the University of Iowa, has taught at the University of Hawaii, Susquehanna University, and Wisconsin State University. In 1968 he was given a poetry grant from the National Council on the Arts while publishing three chapbooks, "The Guest," "The August," and "Avenues."

His reading consisted mainly of poetry and prose poetry, a turn-of-the-century impressionist type of poetry that he experimented with while living in Cleveland. In my opinion these

Preview

"Jacques BREL" To Open

On Thursday, April 25, the RWC Theatre Department's last Main Season of the year will open in the Coffeehouse theatre. For "Jacques Brel is Alive and Well and Living in Paris," the chameleonic Coffeehouse will become a French cavern cafe complete with champagne for the audience. The set, which will be the entire theatre, once again Jacques Brel's savoir-faire of the nonscript Coffeehouse.

"Jacques Brel" is a unique musical, or more exactly, a unique musical review of the talented performer-composer-song writer of the title's works. The show is a montage of his music running from show tunes to ballads to blues and to more subdued "Amsterdam" to the musically-demanding "Corelli" will move and satisfy the audience. The savoir-faire of Brel makes the show as appealing as it is meaningful.

The show, directed by William GrandGeorge, will run from April 25 through Saturday, May 4. The showtime is at 8 p.m. every night and admission is $1.50. Tickets may be purchased at the door or by calling 355-2368. On opening night a basket of champagne will be raffled off. These tickets are available at Mr. GrandGeorge's office.

Providence College
Spring Weekend

Friday, May 2nd - The Emmett Kelly Circus

Two performances - 4:30 and 8:00 in Alumni Gym: Children under 12 free. Students with I.D. $1.00 all others $1.50.

Saturday, May 3rd -

Concert - John Sebastian & Howdy Moon

Alumni Gym at 8:00
All students with I.D. $2.50
All others $3.50
"Sherlock Holmes" at Trinity

Sherlock Holmes, his dear Watson, a dear heroine, and a multitude of villainous characters led by the infamous Dr. Moriarty made their debut at Trinity Square's Lederer Playhouse on April 16 in the production entitled after the superlunch.

Director/adapter Dennis Ross takes the theatre back to the romantic turn of the century England in his updated version of William Gillette's original adaptation. Although Ross' adaptation retains the Victorian imagery and bigger-than-life acting style of the original version, his adaptation is designed to induce laughter instead of fright. And this it does quite successfully.

This previously unpublished episode in the career of the great detective is sub-titled, "The Strange Case of Miss Faulkner." In this case Holmes is more of a romantic lead than an academic sleuth. The suspense of a fog-shrouded Victorian mystery never develops but no one seems to care amid the laughter.

Overall the play is outstanding. The script, especially for an opening night, was almost perfect and the time sequence the same. The character construction was excellent the most noteworthy being the supporting actors. Dr. Watson could produce hysteria with a mere facial expression and on the villainous side, Dr. Moriarty's sidekick, the ghoulish hunchback Sid Prince, could do the same.

All the characters captured the audience with their bungled antics and the play should prove to be an overwhelming success; even for those who normally yawn during plays. "Sherlock Holmes" will run until May 19 and tickets are available at special student rates.

What's Going On

FILMS AT BROWN

Tuesday, April 23: List Auditorium, "The Phantom Lady" at 7:30 and "The Lineup" at 9:30.

Wednesday, April 24: CinemaScope, "I Was a Male War Bride" at 7:30 and 9:30 "Take me to Town." RWC FILMS

Friday, April 26: Carmichael Auditorium, 1st Floor, Hunter Psychology Bldg, Waterman St., Josef Von Sternberg's "Crime and Punishment" (1935) with Peter Lorre will be shown at 7 p.m. "Shinjuku Thief" will be shown at 9:30 and at 12 "Ten Days Wonder.

Saturday, April 27: Carmichael "The Immortal Story" at 7 p.m. "Simoon of the Desert" at 9:30.


SUNDAY, APRIL 28: Faence House - "The Conformist" will be shown at 7 and "Marigolds" at 9:30.

CONCERTS

Boston

April 23 - Music Hall - Procol Harum and King Crimson.

April 24 - Music Hall - Genesis.

April 26 - Music Hall - Cat Stevens.

April 29 - Orpheum - Theatre - Moti the Hoople and Queen.

Poetry

A Note to My Nephew, Just Turned Two

Tension, not rope.

Close on no thing.

Heads and heads play

Hide and seek

Hurt.

Feeling, not min.

Not of dry earth.

Neither swamp mud

Golden roof tops.

Nor a child's heart.

Not should time, moon.

Water, fish, tides

Draw away mind.

Thinking, the mind is not

Knowing: This is.

Jamie McCann

Purlie Victorious

Purlie, is a flamboyant self-appointed minister who schemes to regain an old church "once belonging to his family." The laughs come from Purlie's swindling the white Southern colonel and convincing his reluctant family to accept the plan.

Running for two consecutive nights, this show had two good houses who enjoyed the show. The show had its good and bad moments, pacing and confidence by the cast and the director were the most noticeable problems with the show. Being a well-written and subtle work it is hard for an amateur cast to pull off "Purlie" but this production did offer a few enjoyable moments. Credit must go to the director, cast and all the people who worked to put the show on.

BRISTOL CINEMA

WINNER OF 2 ACADEMY AWARDS

BEST SONG - "THE WAY WE WERE" - BEST ORIGINAL DREAM CODE

STREISAND & REDFORD

WINNER OF 2 ACADEMY AWARDS

A Medical Service to Help You

BRISTOL CINEMA

We"" WE WERE"

7:00 9:00

April 24th - May 8th
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RETURN THOSE ATTENDANCE CARDS

More than half of all Vietnam Era veterans and eligible service members used the current GI Bill, pushing the participation rate to 5.0 percent, which surpassed the 4.6 percent rate recorded by World War II veterans.

Administrators of Veterans Affairs, Donald E. Johnson, noted less than eight years were required for Vietnam Era trainees to exceed the rate recorded under 12 years of the original GI Bill.

Johnson commented that the impending May 31, 1974, deadline for veterans discharged before June 1, 1966, to use their education benefits should contribute to an anticipated enlistment of 4.5 million during fiscal year 1974, compared with 2.1 million last fiscal year.

"Other contributing factors include VA's intensified "outreach" efforts encouraging veterans to enter training, increased education allowances and other provisions of the GI Bill program," he said.

The VA chief also reported 4.6 million post-Korean veterans and service members (separated since January 1, 1951) had trained under the current GI Bill by the end of January. He pointed out that "more than one-half have studied at college level than World War II veterans during the entire life of the original GI Bill."

Of 1.4 million trainees in January, 710,000 attended college, increasing that category to 2.3 million since the current GI Bill was enacted in June, 1966. By comparison, 2.2 million World War II veterans used their benefits for college study.

In addition to those who studied in college in January, another 450,000 veterans trained at other schools, and 126,000 took on-job training.

VIET VETS EXCEED USE OF G.I.BILL

Here's some timely advice for Veterans Day, November 11. Administration at Providence, Rhode Island for thousands of veterans studying at colleges and universities under the GI Bill. Veterans are encouraged to check cards promptly to insure payment of education allowances for the final month of training.

The certification of attendance allows veterans to return their "cert" cards promptly: "If the card is not returned at the end of the current semester," he stated, "the veterans cannot be reimbursed for the next upcoming fall or summer session, if he plans to attend."

It was also pointed out that veterans attending college under the GI Bill must keep VA informed on changes in the number of dependents or other education programs.

"All the time," Hall continued, "College registrars should insure that the veteran's GI Bill card is sent to the school term by term."

A certified GI Bill card, according to Mrs. Hall, director of the Providence VA Office, for most veterans, final months of training are May or June, and the "cert" cards will be mailed in April. Forms already have been mailed to veterans whose enrollment periods end earlier, however.

History Dept from page one...

prospective history major with five options from which to choose. The first possibility is the "European Studies Major," a plan for students interested in the purpose of a liberal education to the 19th century with a study of the idea of the European Union. Students have also been reinstated. Details of the new program and descriptions of the requirements for all members of the History Department will be available in the forthcoming edition of the College catalogue.

4. What is history? What is the use of history?

History, as one historian has put it, is "the story man has told throughout the centuries to describe, reconstruct, and interpret his past." The modern historian approaches this task in a disciplined manner, following a specific methodology for establishing facts and interpreting evidence. If the past is worth knowing, it is worth knowing as something and accurately as possible. The perpetuation of myths and errors will have a negative contribution.

Why is History worth such serious study? I think the best answers to that question involve the idea of history as the "social necessity." It has been said, in effect, that if all the community is to be preserved, individual human memories must be preserved. The community needs and the State in History. The perpetuation of myths and to the purposes of History. The community in which he must operate. The perpetuation of myths and to the purposes of History. The community, in which he must operate. The perpetuation of myths and to the purposes of History. The community, in which he must operate. The perpetuation of myths and to the purposes of History.

What motivates a student to pursue a career in History? What unique things does RWC offer to the prospective historian? The area is very excited about the new course which will be included in the history program beginning next fall. While keeping such offerings as "The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich", "History of Europe in the Modern World", and "The European Renaissance", the area has added courses specifically designed to support the major program. A sampling of new titles includes: "Women in History", "The City in History", "History as a Social Science", "War and the Nation State", and "The Culture of Government." The two-semester "Western Civilization" course has also been reinstated. Details of the new program and descriptions of the requirements for all members of the History Department will be available in the forthcoming edition of the College catalogue.

5. What exactly are the objectives/purposes of the History, the "City in History", "History as a Social Science", "War and the Nation State", and "The Culture of Government." The two-semester "Western Civilization" course has also been reinstated. Details of the new program and descriptions of the requirements for all members of the History Department will be available in the forthcoming edition of the College catalogue.

The job you learn in the Army is yours to keep

The jobs of a young men and women learn in today's Army can become careers in the Army or in civilian life. To find the top-notch job-training courses jobs that cost could you a lot of money to learn in civilian life.

Today's Army pays while you learn while. Starting at $3210 a month before deductions, with promotions and raises as you move up. Along with three meals a day, housing, counseling, and other benefits. Also care. 30 days paid vacation each year.

Add a chance to live and work in places you've only just visit. Like Europe, Panama, Alaska, Korea.

Today's Army wants to join you.
Architecture Personified

by Barton Seymour

Prepare to experience the theme of the seventies, CHANGE, for this article may be the beginning of your odyssey through the next half century. The breadth and depth of architecture as a field is astonishing, and as presented as the ASC/AIA does in this coming annual meeting (7 p.m.-Thursday, April 25) any accustomed acknowledgment or diminished impressions of architecture you may have will become a superfluous of positive and constructive thought.

Perhaps the best way for you to become familiar with architecture is through exchanging ideas with fellow students, fact can't get in on this one, it was planned, there will be students of architecture from S.U.M., R.I.S.D., U.R.L., and R.W.C., to mention a few, who are bursting with ideas and willing to communicate them. This meeting, as initially implied, is a special one, for in addition to being a meeting it is a program. Among the areas covered by the program are a panel discussion on the curriculum of the Social Science Division. In particular, the American Studies Program and the History Program are now extremely compatible. We are aiming at strengthening our ties with the Humanities and Fine Arts Programs, as our new major requirements indicate. The result should be an attractive and useful program with a high degree of flexibility and good breadth.

History Dept from pg. 6

As has been the case with most other academic areas in the College, the History Area has been working to develop a program suited to the needs of the students at R.W.C. This process has extended over the last five years. In general, we are pleased with our progress to date. The program has become increasingly interdisciplinary in approach and meshes well with the theme of the seventies, CHANGE, for this article may be the beginning of your odyssey through the next half century. The breadth and depth of architecture as a field is astonishing, and as presented as the ASC/AIA does in this coming annual meeting (7 p.m.-Thursday, April 25) any accustomed acknowledgment or diminished impressions of architecture you may have will become a superfluous of positive and constructive thought.

Perhaps the best way for you to become familiar with architecture is through exchanging ideas with fellow students, fact can't get in on this one, it was planned, there will be students of architecture from S.U.M., R.I.S.D., U.R.L., and R.W.C., to mention a few, who are bursting with ideas and willing to communicate them. This meeting, as initially implied, is a special one, for in addition to being a meeting it is a program. Among the areas covered by the program are a panel discussion on the curriculum of the Social Science Division. In particular, the American Studies Program and the History Program are now extremely compatible. We are aiming at strengthening our ties with the Humanities and Fine Arts Programs, as our new major requirements indicate. The result should be an attractive and useful program with a high degree of flexibility and good breadth.

Quill Instructor Evaluation Poll

THREE QUILL instructors have their own evaluations sent to them by their students and they will reveal their names and their grades.

Program 1

Average number per semester of:
Tests Papers Grading: Hard Moderate Easy
Academic Pressure: Hard Moderate Easy
Overall Rating: Excellent Good Fair Poor
Your class standing: Fresh Soph., Junior Senior
Your Cumulative Average:
Mark(s) you have received from this instructor

Program 2

Average number per semester of:
Tests Papers Grading: Hard Moderate Easy
Academic Pressure: Hard Moderate Easy
Overall Rating: Excellent Good Fair Poor
Your class standing: Fresh Soph., Junior Senior
Your Cumulative Average:
Mark(s) you have received from this instructor

Program 3

Average number per semester of:
Tests Papers Grading: Hard Moderate Easy
Academic Pressure: Hard Moderate Easy
Overall Rating: Excellent Good Fair Poor
Your class standing: Fresh Soph., Junior Senior
Your Cumulative Average:
Mark(s) you have received from this instructor

History Dept from pg. 6

As has been the case with most other academic areas in the College, the History Area has been working to develop a program suited to the needs of the students at R.W.C. This process has extended over the last five years. In general, we are pleased with our progress to date. The program has become increasingly interdisciplinary in approach and meshes well with the curriculum of the Social Science Division. In particular, the American Studies Program and the History Program are now extremely compatible. We are aiming at strengthening our ties with the Humanities and Fine Arts Programs, as our new major requirements indicate. The result should be an attractive and useful program with a high degree of flexibility and good breadth.

Hawk Sports Review

Hawks Take Two; Hitting Does It

The Roger Williams' baseball team climbed to the .500 mark last Wednesday afternoon as it swept a double-header from Eastern Nazarene College in a hitless dream, 17-13 and 7-5.

As of last Friday, the team's record stood at 3-3 with a double-header slated this Saturday and yesterday (results in next week's QUILL).

Rivals Saturday and yesterday (results

Two walks, a stolen base and two runners to score, and that was all Nasson (7-3) and had more errors allowed a pair of Nasson players reach base and gave him and the Hawks a loss.

Bloomer (3-0) scattered their hits and walks for a total of 24 hits in the first game but unfortunately it's estimated at 425 feet.

Heavy hitting Bloomer slammed a double and a home run in the second, pair of wins, relieving McDougall.

In the opening contest the Hawks were never in trouble. The Roger Williams' baseball team climbed to the .500 mark last Wednesday afternoon as it swept a double-header from Eastern Nazarene College in a hitless dream, 17-13 and 7-5.

HAWK TALK: RWC was scheduled to play a double-header against Western New England College (away) this past Saturday, and another double-header against Mass. College of Technology yesterday...the next home game will be this Thursday against Rhode Island College at 3 p.m....McDougall leads the Hawks in batting with a .473 average that includes four doubles and a triple...
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As of last Friday, the team's record stood at 3-3 with a double-header slated this Saturday and yesterday (results in next week's QUILL).

Rivals Saturday and yesterday (results

Two walks, a stolen base and two runners to score, and that was all Nasson (7-3) and had more errors allowed a pair of Nasson players reach base and gave him and the Hawks a loss.

Bloomer (3-0) scattered their hits and walks for a total of 24 hits in the first game but unfortunately it's estimated at 425 feet.

Heavy hitting Bloomer slammed a double and a home run in the second, pair of wins, relieving McDougall.

In the opening contest the Hawks were never in trouble. The Roger Williams' baseball team climbed to the .500 mark last Wednesday afternoon as it swept a double-header from Eastern Nazarene College in a hitless dream, 17-13 and 7-5.

HAWK TALK: RWC was scheduled to play a double-header against Western New England College (away) this past Saturday, and another double-header against Mass. College of Technology yesterday...the next home game will be this Thursday against Rhode Island College at 3 p.m....McDougall leads the Hawks in batting with a .473 average that includes four doubles and a triple...
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